
WHAT DO YOU WANT 
TO LIFT?
Lifts All is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of lifting tools. Our wide 
product range supplies industries all over the globe with tailor-made 
ergonomic solutions. All of the lifts are operated with compressed air, which 
gives a low energy consumption and makes the lifts quite and safe. We lift 
all!
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LIFTS ALL AB

We have many years experience of lifting equipment and have been creating unique lift-
ing solutions since 1994. Lifts All have created over 4500 lifting solutions to our many 

customers all over the world. We have improved many companies work environment which 
has led to reduced work related injuries and wear and tear complications that are common 
when lifting manually. 

Thanks to our great knowledge and experience of lifting equipment we are able to develop, 
customize and manufacture products – all under one roof. We of course also offer installa-
tion and life-long support and service.
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How do we lift?
All our lifts are driven by compressed air, which makes it a safe and quiet lifting tool. All you need is 
our compressed air cylinder Bal-Trol, a compressor with pressure of 6-7 bar (80 psi) and a connecting 
tube. No electricity is needed! 

What do you want to lift?

We have experience from all kinds of industries, such as the car-, pharmaceutical- and food in-
dustry and have lifted all kinds of objects through the years. No lifting object is too difficult for 

us! See some examples of our many lifting solutions from page 6.
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It is ergonomic

- We can offer many different steering handle adjusted after your staff and needs.

- Our lifting equipment runs by weightless handling, which means almost no force is neccessary

by the operater.

- The lifting tools are cuztomized after your work place to offer the best ergonomics possible

It is safe and secure

- We guarantee that our lifting equipment lifts your desired load.

- We have great knowledge and expertise since 1994

- Our lifting equipment is CE-certified

WHY CHOOSE BAL-TROL?

It is fast

- With our balancing technique the steering is intuitive, similar to manual handling but whithout 

the heavy load. This makes it easy and fast to use. 

- The speed can be adjusted after you work pace

- On request we can give you and estimated capacity of your lifting problem. X lifts per minute.

It is green

-  All vacuum lifters has an Energy Saving System that activates when lifting.

- Only compressed air is necessary, which creates no footprints on our planet.

-  It is very durable and meet the car industries high demands of 99,7 %
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Bal-Trol

ProWood 
gripper with 
PSH steering

Overhead 
crane system
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Lift for doors, windows and boards
The lifting tools have a low building height and is ergonomicly developed to improve the working environment 
for operators. On many grippers it is also possible to adjust the length and width of the gripping arms to be 
able to grip loads of all kinds of sizes.   

3528

Prowood92-10018

Lift for hydral cylinders

Lifting cylinders manually is heavy and difficult, 
therefore we have developed lifts that are easy to 
use and safe. We can lift objects of all kinds of sizes 
and shapes. 

4075

40754525

3596
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Lift heigh with Manhattan
Manhattan is recommended when you need to lift heigh into 
shelves for an example when a fork lift is too ungainly. It is  pos-
sible to lift rolls, boxes and cartons to mention a few. 

It can be installed in an overhead crane system.

Lift for gas bottles
We can lift gas bottles of various sizes and shapes. They can be 
tailor-made after your needs. If vacuum cups are not optimal for 
you, then a simple hook or mechanical gripping can be the solu-
tion to your lifting problem. For some lifts it is also possible to 
choose a tilt function. 

44153808

2884

3484

4693

4201
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Lift for cartons

Basic is an allround lift (see picture above), perfect for package- 
and distribution centers and warehouses where lift of boxes  

need to be quick and smooth. It quickly grips the carton box and 
can release in the air with a push of a button if neccessary. Another 
advantage with Basic is that the load can be rotated endlessly. 

You can choose between 1, 2 or 4 vacuum cups depending on the 
size of the carton box. Tilt function is optional. 

If you are looking for another solution for lifting cartons we can 
tailor-make a lift for you!

Lift for rolls

Lifts All’s lifts for rolls can manage rolls of various sizes and materials: paper, plastic, steel band, cable, thread 
etc. They can be gripped with clamps, expander or with vacuum depending on the material and handling of 
the rolls. 

4751

4581

4740

46582658
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Combi gripper

A combi gripper offers a great variety of solutions in one lifting tool - ideal for workplaces where different 
objects are being dealt with on a daily basis. In the base unit there is an compressed air driven vacuum 

pump, a vacuum meter and quick couplings which makes it very easy and quick to change an application. 
You can choose between different applications: hook, vacuum cup or magnet to mention a few. They can be 
changed within seconds, ready to lift something new!

Lift for steel with magnets

It can lift steel tubes, magnetic steel or iron 
objects. The lift’s magnets can be adjusted 
depending on the size and weight of the load.

4625

4401

4505 4505 4468 4468
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Lift for sacks

Our sack lift optimizes frequent handling of sacks in the 
food-, chemical- and pharmaceutical industry. The op-

erater can quickly move the sacks from pallet to conveyor 
without any manual lifting.

For airtight sacks we recommend lifting with Basic or with 
Sack-Handler Vacuum that can grip the sack quickly. If it 
is neccessary to rotate the load, we recommend using the 
Basic that has a rotable joint. Sack-Handler Vacuum can be 
ordered in stainless steel. 

For non-airtight sacks we recommend the Sack-Handler 
Mechanical that is very popular in the laundry industry when 
lifting and unloading of laundry sacks is neccessary. It is also 
a great tool at post terminals. The Sack-Handler Mechani-
cal consists of two rolls sealed with rubber that are joined 
together for a strong grip.

Lift for car parts

We can offer different kinds of lifts 
for tires and car parts. 

4725 4707

43573587

92-10006
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Lift for breweries

We offer different kinds of lifts depending on what you need 
to lift. We have lifting tools for lifting beer barrels,  cans, beer 

casks and crates with bottles among others. It is possible to lift with 
vacuum technique for an example or mechanicaly with a hook or 
gripping claws. 

Lift for drums

Lifts All’s handy grippers optimizes the handling of drums and barrels in the food-, chemical- and pharmaceu-
tical industry. The operater can quickly move the drum from point A to point B, without any effort. 

You can choose a vacuum gripper to lift and empty plastic drums by turning them 180 degrees. It grips with 
vacuum cups on the side of the drum. We also have a lifting tool that grips the lid of a drum with vacuum or 
mechanicaly by gripping underneath the edge of the lid. 

23354234

4371 4530

2488

3613



Passadvägen 10 
SE-177 70 Järfälla 
Sweden

Tel: +46 8-754 90 15 
Fax: +46 8-626 90 15 
E-mail: lifting@liftsall.se 
Website: www.liftsall.se

Crane system

Our light weight crane 
system made in aluminium 
is very quiet and smooth. 

Lift cylinder Bal-Trol

The light weight and 
smooth lift cylinder Bal-
Trol is solely driven by 
compressed air and can 
lift up to 600 kg. The lift-
ing height can be adjusted 
depending on the users 
requirements. Standard 
length is 1,5 m. It can be 
installed both vertically 
and horisontally. 

Gripper

Choose a gripper that is 
suited for the load you 
want to lift. The grip-
per shown above is the 
allround lift Basic. 

YOUR COMPLETE LIFT 
SYSTEM 

Crane system

Lift cylinder
Bal-Trol

Gripepr

160128


